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Indian Law. He was hardly twenty-two and was Inexperienced. The
leading lawyers of his time were ex-presidents of the Congress, Justice
Badrudin Tyabji and Sir Pherozeshah Mehta.
Gandhi lived in Girgaurn and he walked a couple of miles to the
High Court daily to hear cases. He took a house and employed a
cook, who though a Brahmin was ignorant and dirty. Gandhi did not
treat him as a servant but shared the work with him and tried to
teach him.
In course of time a small case came to him but the young barrister
lost his nerve and told his client to engage another lawyer. After this
incident he did not go to the court again. He applied for the post of
a part-time school teacher, but not being a graduate he was refused.
Though he was inexperienced in conducting cases, he found out that
he was good at drafting memorials. But not finding enough work in
Bombay he left for Rajkot within six months.
At Rajkot Gandhi drafted applications and memorials and earned
on an average Rs. 300 a month. Against his principles he had to pay
here a percentage of these fees to vakils who briefed him. His brother
was a petty vakil at Rajkot and on his pleading Gandhi acquiesced.
Compromise in principles soon landed honest Gandhi in troubles.
Once Gandhi went to see the British Political Agent to disabuse his
prejudice against his elder brother, who had been secretary and
adviser to the Rana Saheb of Porbandar before this prince was in-
stalled on the gadi. Gandhi had a nodding acquaintance with the
English gentleman when he was on leave in England. The sahib
gave the Indian barrister a cold reception and asked his peon to use
"just enough force" to eject him, an experience for Gandhi just re-
turning from friendly England. He wanted to proceed against the
sahib but Pherozeshah Mehta who happened to be in Rajkot said:
"Such experiences are the common experience of many vakils and
barristers. He is still fresh from England and does not know British
officers. If he would earn something and have an easy time here, let
him tear up the note and pocket the insult. Tell him he has yet to
know life."
Soon Gandhi found Rajkot too hot for him; the quarrel with
the sahib stood in the way of his practice. Petty intrigues between
Kathiawad states and intrigues of officers for power were the order
of the day. How to remain unscathed in this vicious atmosphere was
a problem to Gandhi.

